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The Frustration Continues

Congress Drops Tax Credit Parity for GHPs from
Tax Reform, but Offers Hope with Extenders Bill
By Doug Dougherty, President and CEO
All too often, desire begets disappointment. That surely has been the
case for the geothermal heat pump (GHP) industry and its national trade
association, the Geothermal Exchange Organization (GEO) for the past
two years as efforts to regain tax credit parity with the solar industry have
been met with dashed hopes and unfulfilled promises by Congress.
On Dec. 15, a Senate-House Conference Committee released its
agreed-upon tax reform bill. But to the surprise and dismay of GEO, our hard-fought language to finally
bring tax credit parity back to the GHP industry was NOT included within the bill.
Needless to say, we were extremely disappointed that the tax credit inequity created by
Congress in a solar incentive deal they passed in late-2015 remains. Even so, we ended the week before
Christmas with positive news from Congress for a fix that we hope will finally happen early next year.
Tax Bill Gave Hope for Parity
Since early 2017, GEO and its allies were cheered by H.R. 1090 (cosponsored by Representatives Tom
Reed [R-NY] and Mike Thompson [D-CA]) and companion legislation S. 1409, sponsored by Senators Tom
Carper [D-DE]) and Dean Heller (R-NV). Both bills would correct the inequity created by Congress by
extending the residential and commercial tax credits for GHPs and other orphaned technologies until
Jan. 1, 2022, just like they did for solar:
•
•
•

The residential income tax credit would be retroactive to Jan. 1, 2017.
The residential credit would be 30% of installed cost, and continue at that level until 2020 when it
would drop to 26% and then at 22% for 2021 and end on Dec. 31, 2021.
The 10% commercial investment tax credit would be extended until Jan. 1, 2022, and change the
language for placed in service to “property the construction of which begins before Jan.1, 2022.”

Last month, the House of Representatives included the tax parity language of H.R. 1090 in its
much vaunted tax bill. The language would correct the inequity created two years ago when Congress
extended tax credits for solar and wind, but not for GHPs and several other “orphaned” clean energy
technologies. GEO lauded Kevin Brady (R-TX), Chairman of the House Ways & Means Committee, and
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Paul Ryan (R-WI), Speaker of the House, for agreeing that Congress should not have picked winners and
losers among renewable energy industries with its omnibus spending bill in December 2015.
Even though the Senate version of the tax bill did not address the tax credits, GEO remained
confident that our tax credit language would survive conference committee deliberations. But those
hopes were dashed when the Senate and the House released, then passed their final tax reform bill,
purged of our provisions for tax credit parity for GHPs and orphaned clean energy technologies.
Good News with Senate Tax Extenders Bill
After being dropped from the tax reform bill, GEO’s strategy immediately pivoted to inclusion of
S. 1409’s tax credit parity in a bill to extend several popular business tax breaks. Our wish was fulfilled
shortly after final passage of tax reform on Dec. 20, when the Senate released the Tax Extender Act of
2017. The measure includes GEO-supported language for reinstating and extending BOTH residential
(Sec. 25D) and commercial (48[a]) tax credits.
The Senate tax extender bill extends our credits for the FULL five years from Jan. 1, 2017 through
Dec. 31, 2021, with a phase-out of 25D similar to solar, with “placed in service” language changed to
“construction commenced.” Most importantly, we were successful in distinguishing the GHP tax credits
from 33 other provisions in the legislation that are only granted a year retroactive to Jan. 1, 2017, and a
one-year extension to the end of 2018.
Now our challenge is to make sure that the language of S.1409 remains firmly in that legislation
with no changes. Working in our favor is the Senate bill’s inclusion of a tax credit extension for the
nuclear power industry and a provision for carbon sequestration to fight greenhouse gas emissions,
putting in place a broad coalition of other industries that will be pushing for passage of the legislation.
In a recent interview with Beltway news outlet Politico, Chairman Brady said that when work
accelerates on tax extenders, he is ready. So is GEO, with the message that the GHP industry is bleeding
jobs after Congress chose winners and losers among clean energy technologies that is destroying a 100%
domestic industry. Congressional leaders must understand that if our tax credits are relegated to a oneyear retroactive and one year forward fix, our jobs are not coming back.
At the time of this writing, it does not appear that the Senate bill will achieve passage before
Congress goes home for the holidays. More likely, it will be part of a continuing spending resolution
scheduled for Jan. 19, 2018. Either way, it can’t come soon enough.
It’s high time that Congress lives up to its promises and legislates GHP parity with the solar
industry. That means nothing less than equal tax credit treatment with the full 5-year extension (20172021) of tax credits for GHPs now contained in the Senate Tax Extender Act. (GEO)
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GEO Supports Farm Bill Energy Title

Nov. 21 – The Geothermal Exchange Organization (GEO) joined ~50 groups in support of the federal
Farm Bill energy title, signing on to an Ag Energy Coalition letter to Congressional leadership. Appropriators are threatening to slash the Farm Bill Clean Energy program, including REAP, which offers assistance grants to farm operations to install renewable and energy efficient technologies, including
geothermal heat pumps.
The Ag Energy Coalition sent their letter of support for the Farm Bill energy title to Sen. John
Hoeven (R-ND), Chairman of the Agriculture, Rural Development, Food and Drug Administration, and
Related Agencies Subcommittee; Ranking Member Sen. Jeff Merkley (D-OR); Rep. Robert Aderholt (R-AL),
Chairman of the Subcommittee on Agriculture, House Committee on Appropriations; and Ranking Member Rep. Sanford Bishop (D-GA) The letter was copied to Sen. Thad Cochran (R-MS), Senate Appropriations Committee Chairman; Ranking Member Sen. Patrick Leahy (D-VT); Rep. Rodney Frelinghuysen (RNJ), House Committee on Appropriations Chairman; and Ranking Member Nita Lowey (D-NY). In part, the
letter said:
“On behalf of the undersigned organizations we urge your continued support for valuable
agriculture energy, manufacturing and sustainability programs in the fiscal year 2018 appropriations
process, and specifically to reject proposed funding cuts to valuable energy title programs. Our groups all
strongly support renewable energy, energy efficiency and “bioeconomy” investments in agriculture and
rural America.
“The Rural Energy for America Program (REAP) program has been very successful in helping
deploy the full range of ag-based farm and ranch energy including wind, solar, geothermal, small hydro,
energy efficiency, bioenergy and anaerobic digestion. REAP serves all agricultural sectors and all 50
states benefit; the program remains substantially over-subscribed year after year. Farm families benefit
from improved bottom lines and brighter prospects for younger generations.
“Stable Federal investment is essential to job growth and economic development in rural
America from renewable energy, energy efficiency, renewable chemicals and biomaterials development…. The potential for many thousands of new jobs and economic growth, as well as a cleaner
environment, is truly massive, derived from very modest public expenditures.
To build a brighter future for rural America, the letter urged leadership “…to stay the course and
maintain funding of these smart Federal programs enhancing America’s rural energy, biobased and clean
technology deployment.” (Ag Energy Coalition)

New York On-Bill Financing Now Includes Geo

Nov. 30 – Gov. Andrew Cuomo signed Senate Bill S688, a bill to include geothermal heat pumps (GHPs)
in New York's on-bill financing program. Under the bill, customers are able to access low interest financing for GHP installations through certain New York State Energy Research and Development Authority
programs and pay off the financing on their utility bill. (See report on Buffalo, NY Ch. Eyewitness News).
This bill was sponsored in the Senate by Robert Ortt and in the Assembly by Sean Ryan, and
supported by the New York Geothermal Energy Organization (NY-GEO) and the Sierra Club, among other
groups. This law is a clarification and show of support for the expansion of GHPs in New York State by
the governor. It will create greater awareness in the financing community of the central role that GHPs
must play in achieving the goals set out by the 2015 New York State Energy Plan. More details about the
bill, including text, can be accessed here. (NY-GEO)
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NYSERDA Offers Incentives
for Geothermal Heat Pumps
The New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) offers objective information and analysis, innovative programs, technical expertise, and funding to help New Yorkers increase
energy efficiency, save money, use renewable energy, and reduce reliance on fossil fuels. In mid November and again in early December, NYSERDA announced several programs to incentivize installation of efficient and environmentally friendly geothermal heating and cooling systems in the state.
$1.8M for Clean Heating and Cooling Community Campaign Initiative On Nov. 16, NYSERDA
announced up to $1.8 million available for community campaigns to help residents and businesses to
install clean heating and cooling systems. Increased use of clean heating and cooling technology will play
a major role in achieving Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo’s clean energy goal to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions 40% by 2030.
The Clean Heating and Cooling Community Campaign initiative will bring together groups of
potential customers so they can obtain discounts for air source and geothermal heat pumps (GHPs),
biomass heating and solar heating through aggregated purchases and a simplified procurement process.
Funding for the initiative includes $1.3 million for the community campaigns and $500,000 for
technical assistance and tools to support the
community campaigns. Community campaigns
can be proposed by municipalities or community
based organizations, which will receive up to
$150,000 for each campaign, with additional
funds of $50,000 available for workforce
development, and $150,000 for low-to-moderate income engagement strategies. Community campaigns
should be in a county, city, borough or region with at least 40,000 residents and are encouraged to
include local financial institutions, colleges/universities and local utilities.
Funding is made available through the State’s Clean Energy Fund. The 10-year, $5.3 billion Clean
Energy Fund (CEF) is a core component of New York State's Reforming the Energy Vision strategy to
achieve a clean, resilient and affordable energy system for all New Yorkers.
Earlier this year, NYSERDA announced the availability of $15 million in rebates for the installation
of geothermal heat pump systems for residences, businesses and institutions, as well as $10 million to
install residential air-source heat pump systems.
Currently, fossil-fuel based thermal energy—primarily natural gas, propane and oil—is the main
energy source for space heating and domestic hot water in the residential and commercial sectors. It is
responsible for about a third of New York’s energy-related greenhouse gas emissions. More information
about the Clean Heating and Cooling Community Campaign can be found here.
$3.8M Geothermal Clean Energy Challenge On Dec 6, NYSERDA and the New York Power Authority
(NYPA) announced availability of $3.8 million for a statewide Geothermal Clean Energy Challenge,
designed to help stimulate financing and installation of large-scale geothermal heat pump systems at
state and local governmental entities, public and private schools and healthcare facilities. The initiative
promotes clean and sustainable energy use and directly supports Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s goal to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions 40% by 2030.
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The Challenge provides New York facilities the opportunity to apply for an analysis to determine
if their buildings are best suited for the installation of GHPs for heating and cooling of buildings, by
transferring heat to or from the ground. The technology also helps New Yorkers save on energy costs.
Organizations eligible for a geothermal assessment include state and local governmental entities (state
agencies, fire departments, and water and sewer districts), and public or private K-12 schools, colleges,
universities, hospitals and nursing homes. NYSERDA and NYPA are jointly administering the Challenge.
The Challenge supports Governor Cuomo’s Reforming the Energy Vision (REV) strategy to build a
statewide energy system that is clean, resilient and affordable for all New Yorkers by providing technical
support, financial assistance and implementation services to accelerate the adoption of geothermal
systems. Applications will be accepted until 75 eligible applications are received or through March 30,
2018, whichever comes first. The 75 eligible applicants will receive a summary report at no cost with
quantitative analysis of the technical and economic viability of their potential geothermal systems.
Of the 75 applications, up to 25 of the most viable sites will be awarded with a more refined
economic analysis and building energy model for their proposed geothermal systems and up to
$125,000 in matching funds per site for detailed design studies. Once qualification criteria are met,
participants can seek project capital to proceed with project construction through NYPA financing and
NYSERDA geothermal rebates. NYPA, NYSERDA and state utilities also have various energy efficiency
programs available to help further reduce energy costs.
Eligible entities seeking to leverage geothermal energy systems to meet their heating and cooling
needs can submit an application for funding on the Geothermal Challenge website through March 30,
2018. Specific questions about the program should be sent via email to Geothermal@nypa.gov.
Cooperative Advertising and Promotions for HVAC On Dec. 7, NYSERDA announced that geothermal heat pump and “cold-climate” air-source heat pump manufacturers, distributors, designers and
installers are eligible for marketing and training funding through the agency’s latest Cooperative
Advertising and Promotions for HVAC Program Opportunity Notice. The agency encourages all eligible
entities to apply.
The program is meant to help increase general awareness of heat pump technology, providing
$1.5 million for cost-shared advertising, special promotions, and/or events (including training) for
eligible HVAC technologies. The program opportunity offers incentives up to 50% of the total cost for
educational and marketing promotion to eligible HVAC partners.
They include distributors or vendors of eligible geothermal and air-source heat pumps serving
the New York heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) industry, as well as contractors/installers
who have an executed partnership agreement through the Air-Source Heat Pump Program (PON 3653)
or the Ground-Source Heat Pump Rebate (PON 3620). HVAC manufacturers, however, are only eligible to
apply for training-related activities for GSHP or ASHP technologies.
Funded activities must promote eligible cold-climate ASHPs or GSHPs and convey the related
benefits of these technologies through advertisements (TV, print, online, etc.); marketing materials;
special promotions; events; or heat pump-related trainings. All activities must be pre-approved by
NYSERDA to receive the 50% reimbursement. The annual maximum cap is $50,000 per eligible participant. Funding is available on a first-come, first-served basis until Dec. 31, 2020, or until all funds are
committed, whichever comes first. (NYSERDA)
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Renewable Heat Advocates Rally in Albany

Dec. 6 - As lake effect snow hit parts of Upstate New York, supporters of renewable heat gathered in
the state’s Capitol Building to demonstrate their support for renewable heating. Homeowners, energy
activists, and installers called on Gov. Andrew Cuomo and the Assembly to aggressively ramp up support
for renewable heating technologies, such as geothermal and air-source heat pumps, to cut New York’s
fossil fuel dependence and meet the state’s greenhouse gas reduction goals.
Renewable Heat Now is a campaign organized by Alliance for a Green Economy, New Yorkers for
Clean Power, New York Geothermal Energy Organization (NY-GEO), HeatSmart Tompkins, Sane Energy
Project, and Frack Action. The campaign has already seen successes, as the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) this year announced $15 million in rebates for geothermal system installations and several other incentive programs (see previous articles).
“Momentum and excitement are building as people across New York learn about alternatives
to heat their homes without oil, gas, and other fossil fuels,” said Jessica Azulay of Alliance for a Green
Economy. “All over the state, people are looking for ways to save money and protect our climate, and
they are looking to Governor Cuomo to continue to enact game-changing policies that will make heat
pumps affordable and available for all.”
On Nov. 29, Gov. Cuomo signed Senate Bill S688, which allows geothermal heat pumps to qualify
for on-bill financing, allowing homeowners to pay for the installation of their systems over time through
their energy bill. This allows many homeowners to see immediate cost savings due to the efficiency of
the new systems.
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“Moving New York towards a renewable future requires innovative developments in clean
energy,” said Assemblywoman Patricia Fahy (D-Albany), who voted for the bill. “I’m proud to be a voice
in New York supporting geothermal energy as an important component in meeting our ambitious emission reduction goals.”
Over 38% of New York State’s greenhouse gas emissions come from combustion of fossil fuels
in our buildings, mostly for heating. Physicians, Scientists, and Engineers for Healthy Energy say that to
achieve New York’s goal of a 40% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2030, 126,000 buildings per
year must convert from fossil fuels to efficient electric heat pump systems.
“Any heating and cooling contractor currently operating in NYS has an opportunity grow their
business in the transition to heat pumps,” said John Ciovacco, President of Aztech Geothermal. “The
sheer volume of conversions needed will spur significant job creation for local installers, plus attract
equipment manufactures and finance companies to support the growth.”
Efficient electric heat pumps are commonly known and used in other states for heating and
cooling needs. Geothermal systems are the most efficient way to heat and cool buildings in New York
and are a complete alternative to burning fossil fuels. Lack of knowledge of these alternatives, however,
results in over 90% of NY homes still relying on combustion heat from gas, oil, and propane.
“We should not be investing our money in fossil-fuel infrastructure that will soon be obsolete,”
said Irene Weiser, Coordinator of Fossil Free Tompkins and Town of Caroline Councilmember. “Instead
we should invest in the infrastructure of the future - energy efficiency and heat pumps."
“We also need to reverse New York’s current gas expansion policy, which incentivizes utilities
and customers to convert households from fuel oil to gas,” noted Aaron Mair, former President of the
Sierra Club. “The technologies to achieve these goals are available today, and we cannot afford to wait.”
The Renewable Heat Now campaign launched in 2017 to help educate New Yorkers and advocate
for incentives and policies to promote this transition. The campaign’s educational talks by experts Dr.
Arjun Makhijani and Jay Egg have drawn crowds all over the state, from curious homeowners and
architects to energy activists. The campaign’s platform calls for updated building codes to eliminate
fossil fuel heating in new construction, rebates and incentives to promote installation of heat pumps,
and policies and assistance especially for low-income homeowners to afford the initial investment in
equipment.
Rally speakers also proposed alternatives to New York State’s plans to run the Empire State Plaza
on a combined heat and power plant burning fracked gas.
“We are calling on Gov. Cuomo to open a request for proposals so that engineers that are
learned in geothermal technologies can implement practicable solutions for the proposed Sheridan Ave.
Project, to supply renewable energy for the Empire State Plaza and other buildings. New York State can
be a national model for sustainable energy,” said Merton D. Simpson, Albany County Legislator and CoChair of SHARE.
“Geothermal provides all of the heating and cooling needs for millions of commercial and
residential buildings worldwide,” observed geothermal expert Jay Egg, who taught Renewable Heating
and Cooling workshops across the state this fall as part of the Renewable Heat Now campaign. In
November he penned a critique of the New York Power Authority’s dismissal of geothermal as a viable
option for the Empire State Plaza, and met with Albany Mayor Kathy Sheehan. “Let’s help Empire State
Plaza lead the way for New York and become a geothermal beacon for the Empire State." (Renewable
Heat Now)
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IGSHPA Geothermal Training and Accreditation
The International Ground Source Heat Pump Association (IGSHPA) offers
several opportunities for you to become certified or accredited through one
one of their many training and workshop programs.
Please visit IGSHPA’s training homepage for more info and to register.
The following workshops will be convened on March 27-28, in conjunction
with the IGSHPA 2018 Conference & Expo in Orlando, FL. Click on each
title for more information.
IGSHPA Accredited Installers Workshop
IGSHPA Certified Geothermal Inspectors Workshop
IGSHPA Certified GeoExchange Designer (CGD Plus) Accreditation
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GHP Service Is Simple, Straightforward

Oct. 9 – In an article for the Air Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration News (ACHR - The News), writer
Ron Rajecki says, “While geothermal heat pumps (GHPs)may initially seem complicated to service or
troubleshoot for some technicians, with the right training, they will find that these systems are similar to
conventional air-source heat pumps.”
Josh McClendon, water-source heat pump product support, Trane [Ingersoll Rand brand] told
Rajecki, “The maintenance required for geoThe Benefits of Geothermal
thermal systems is fairly straightforward and
includes regular replacement of air filters,
Heating and Cooling Systems
cleaning the condensate drain pan, checking
• Lowest Maintenance Cost
the loop water pressure, and occasionally
• Direct drive fans have no belts to maintain
cleaning the heat exchanger coils.”
• No chiller or boiler maintenance
Danny Christian, commercial service
• Only maintenance is regular filter changes
manager, Comfortworks (Goldsby, OK) said,
and periodic water quality monitoring
“…commercial geothermal systems are genSource: Oak Ridge National Laboratory
erally very easy to maintain, but there are two
crucial steps service technicians must keep in mind. The first is to always check the water pressure and
ensure it’s not low, which could indicate a leak. That’s No. 1, because, obviously, if you’re out of water,
none of the units will work,” he said. “The second important step is to check the pressure drop across
the system’s basket strainer…. Christian added that scaling is typically not an issue with geothermal
systems.”

Registration □ Technical Program □ Student Program
AHR Expo □ Travel& Housing □ Committees
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Steve DiBerardine, president, Strategic Energy Solutions Inc. (SES), a consulting engineering
and geothermal contracting company in Berkley, Michigan, said, “When it comes to troubleshooting
commercial geothermal systems, it’s important to ensure that the system was properly designed to
begin with.” According to DiBerardine, says the article, “…there’s only one way to design a commercial
system: by performing a detailed annual energy analysis that takes into account all 8,760 hours of the
year—not just the hottest and coldest hours.” DiBerardine recommends software for calculations over
“rule-of-thumb or back-of-napkin calculations.” He said, “Those projects will either be overdesigned and
waste the owner’s money, or they may fail and do a real disservice to a building owner.” Read more
details in the complete article, here. (ACHR – The News)

The Clean Energy Underground

Nov. 18 – In an article for Nyack News and Views, writer Susan Hellauer lays out the case for geothermal
heat pumps, calling them an “extreme-green method of heating and cooling hiding in plain sight, and it
can help slash greenhouse gas emissions.”
According to the article, “The modern era of geothermal heating and cooling—using solar heat
retained underground to regulate indoor temperature—dates back to the 1980s. Now, millions of civic,
business and residential buildings around the world (about a million of them in the U.S.) use geothermal,
with almost no carbon emissions.
“Growth in New York State has leveled off at about 1,000 installations a year since Obama-era
federal tax breaks ended a year ago. But the geothermal heat pump industry is grateful to Governor
Cuomo for instituting a rebate program that has picked up some of the slack. NY-GEO, the industry trade
association, is also working with the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority
(NYSERDA) and several utilities on initiatives to rev up the market.
“So where can you experience clean geothermal HVAC (heating, ventilation, and air conditioning)? Recent high-visibility projects in our region include the new Cornell University Tech Campus on
Roosevelt Island, the Bronx Zoo, the Statue of Liberty, St. Patrick’s Cathedral and—wait for it—even the
Nyack Library expansion.
After describing how geothermal heat pump systems work, and a discussion of cost, Hellauer
writes: “Without a visual identity like solar and wind, geothermal boosters have to work extra hard to
raise awareness. Right now, certified geothermal designer and consultant Jay Egg is touring the state
under the auspices of the four-year-old geothermal trade association, New York Geothermal Energy
Organization (NY-GEO).
“So, what kinds of geothermal heating and cooling projects are in the news? Jay Egg had a list at
his fingertips: Schools and universities by the hundreds are employing it nationwide. The electric and
natural gas utility National Grid is looking at geothermal in place of residential natural gas in parts of
Long Island.
“NY-GEO’s Bill Nowak added that the Lockport, NY Housing Authority was so pleased with geothermal in their administration building that they have since converted a 72-unit low-income housing
project, slashing costs and providing air conditioning for many tenants for the first time.
“You can expect to hear more very soon about geothermal systems in New York State. The New
York State Energy Resource Development Authority’s (NYSERDA) statewide rebate program for geothermal heating and cooling is sailing along. And a statewide consumer discount and support program
along the lines of the “Solarize” initiative has just been announced. Read the complete article here.
(Nyack News and Views)
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Illinois Geo Looks for Its Place in the Sun

Nov. 17 – Kari Kydersen writes in Midwest Energy News: “While solar has dominated much of the
discussion of the Future Energy Jobs Act in Illinois, a new report highlights the job potential of a less
buzzy — backers would say under-appreciated — clean energy industry.”
According to her article, the Environmental Law & Policy Center’s (ELPC) annual supply chain
report for Illinois shows the state has almost 300 solar supply chain companies statewide. “But the
report also features for the first time the geothermal industry, which according to the ELPC includes
more than 130 companies statewide making or installing geothermal systems and controls.
“John Freitag, executive director of the Geothermal Alliance of Illinois, sees solar dovetailing
nicely with geothermal in many places. Solar installations can be used to power the pumps intrinsic to
geothermal heating and cooling.
“The ELPC’s map shows that despite the lower profile, numerous geothermal-related companies
are located in the Chicago area. Meanwhile they are also spread throughout the state, including its
southernmost reaches.
“Freitag said a geothermal system of underground loops does not require as much space as some
might think…. Installing a system is significantly more labor-intensive and costly than replacing a typical
hot water heater or central air system, meaning more job creation though posing a cost barrier for some
customers.
“Freitag thinks utilities should have motivation to incentivize geothermal because it reduces peak
demand from air conditioners. And electricity needed to power geothermal heat pumps usually means
consistent moderate extra demand for utilities year round. In ComEd’s service territory, the utility offers
to help pay for geothermal systems, to the tune of $1,000 per ton up to $6,000, Freitag said.
ELPC executive director Howard Learner also said utilities should see geothermal as an asset.
“This is a new technology based on old principles that with modern equipment can provide very
cost-effective energy. It’s creating jobs for people who do the installation, for the consultants, for
engineers and financial people who design projects, and it benefits the environment.”
“The ELPC report highlights the company Enertech Global, with its corporate headquarters
located in Greenville, Illinois. The company has been around for two decades and in 2014 became part
of the largest manufacturer of geothermal heat pumps in the world. The company employs about 50
people at its headquarters, and hosts university classes on geothermal.
“Enertech’s manufacturing is based in South Dakota, and Freitag notes that other major
geothermal companies do their manufacturing in Oklahoma City (ClimateMaster), Ft. Lauderdale
(Carrier) and Fort Wayne, Indiana (WaterFurnace). He’d like to see more manufacturing and doesn’t see
any reason it couldn’t be in Illinois. He also wants to see more geothermal installation contractors,
especially in Northern Illinois.
“We’ve been working on training initiatives to increase the number of contractors,” he said. “At
last count we had 29 contractors doing geothermal installations in the ComEd service territory. We have
to turn 29 into 229.” Read the article here. (Midwest Energy News)

The Geothermal Exchange Organization (GEO) is working hard for the geothermal heat
pump industry with advocacy and outreach. To learn about how you can help, CLICK HERE
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“HeatSmart Mass” Selects
Towns for Energy Savings

Nov. 30 – Several Massachusetts towns have been selected for a new state-sponsored program that
promises to lower the cost to home and business owners by replacing their fossil-fueled heating systems
and traditional air-conditioning units with energy-saving heat pumps.
“HeatSmart Mass” seeks to increase the adoption of small-scale clean heating and cooling
technologies in participating communities through a competitive solicitation process that aggregates
homeowner and business owner buying power to lower installation prices for participants. The
participating communities will receive the following technologies:
• Bolton and Harvard: Geothermal heat pumps and air-source heat pumps;
• Carlisle, Concord, Lincoln: Geothermal heat pumps and air-source heat pumps, modern wood heat;
• Great Barrington: Air-source heat pumps;
• Nantucket: Air-source heat pumps and solar hot water;
Participation in the HeatSmart Mass program will allow Harvard and Bolton to offer air-source
and ground-source heat pumps to residents and businesses at a reduced cost. The pilot will begin in
January, and preparation work is already underway, according to Broadbent. (Energy Manager Today)

Geothermal Song

Dec. 13 – Michigan Geothermal Energy Association (MGEA)
Executive Director Larry Kaufman has made good on his promise to
develop a Geothermal Song based on the well-known 1960s tune,
“California Dreamin” by The Mamas & The Papas.
“It’s a song parody I wrote to support the geothermal
industry,” says Kaufman. “During a nationwide conference call of
state geothermal heat pump associations, New York reported that
St. Patrick's Cathedral in New York went geothermal. I said they
should promote it with the song ‘California Dreamin.’ Geothermal
Exchange Organization (GEO) Chief Operating Officer Ryan Dougherty asked me to write a song parody
about it, so I did, and I got so many positive responses that I recorded it as my gift to the geothermal
heat pump community.”
Kaufman has obtained all copyright approvals for the song, and he grants his permission for
anyone to use it in “any activity connected with geothermal heat pumps.” If anyone desires additional
copyright approval for media advertising, he is happy to help. Two versions of the recording in MP3
format are available here. One has a "rap" during the instrumental giving some facts about the cost of
running the geothermal system at Kaufman’s house. The second version has no rap. “Feel free to use
either one,” says Kaufman, who also has a file in higher quality WAV format. Contact Larry at MEGA by
phone at (248) 396-8231, or by email here. Learn more about MEGA at their website, here.
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OGA Applauds GreenON Low Carbon Initiative

Honorable Chris Ballard, Minister of Environment and Climate Change announced details of the new low-carbon program
for Ontario, while industry advisors stand by.

Dec. 13 – The Ontario Geothermal Association (OGA) applauded the announcement by the province’s
Minister of Environment and Climate Change Chris Ballard about a new program of ﬁnancial support for
Ontario households interested in improving their energy eﬃciency and lowering the carbon footprint of
their homes.
The Low Carbon Technology Incentives program is designed to encourage homeowners to invest
in building envelope and HVAC upgrades. The primary focus will be on existing detached, semi-detached,
and row town houses, with rebate values covering 50-75% of the installed costs. Measures include insulation for exterior walls, attics and basements, air sealing, windows (ENERGY STAR® Most Eﬃcient) and
heat pumps—air source and ground source.
Rebates for air source heat pumps will range from $1,900 for ductless air source heat pumps to
$5,500 for ducted cold climate units. Rebates for geothermal systems will be $2,000 per loop ton for
horizontal loop systems and $3,000 per loop ton for vertical loop systems, with additional incentives for
adding desuperheaters ($750), domestic water heating ($1,500), and for systems that meet higher
eﬃciency levels (an additional $1,500). Rebates for geothermal will be capped at $15,000 for horizontal
systems and $20,000 for vertical loop systems. Additional rebates of $750 per loop ton will be available
for replacing existing geothermal heat pumps for more eﬃcient systems.
Contractor registration for the program will be administered by the Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Institute of Canada (HARI). The program will build upon the SaveOnEnergy contractor database and management processes, which are managed on behalf of Ontario’s Independent Electricity
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Ontario’s Low Carbon Technology Incentives Program

The Low Carbon Technology Incentives program is designed to encourage homeowners to invest
in building envelope and HVAC upgrades. The primary focus will be on existing detached, semidetached, and row town houses with rebate values are covering 50-75% of the installed costs.
Measures include insulation for exterior walls, attics and basements, air sealing, windows (ENERGY
STAR® Most Efficient) and heat pumps—air source and ground source. Rebates for air source heat
pumps will range from $1,900 for ductless air source heat pumps to $5,500 for ducted cold climate
units. Rebates for geothermal systems will be $2,000 per loop ton for horizontal loop systems and
$3,000 per loop ton for vertical loop systems, with additional incentives for adding desuperheaters
($750), domestic water heating ($1,500) and for systems that meet higher efficiency levels (an
additional $1,500). Rebates for geothermal will be capped at $15,000 for horizontal systems and
$20,000 for vertical loop systems. Additional rebates of $750 per loop ton will be available for
replacing existing geothermal heat pumps for more efficient systems.
System Operator (IESO). There will be speciﬁc training and certification requirements for contractors to
be registered to oﬀer each of the diﬀerent program measures.
“We are very pleased with the Ontario Government’s commitment to combatting climate change
through investments in low carbon heating and cooling technologies,” said OGA Chair Jim Bolger, President of Waterloo Energy Products, Maryhill, ON. “Geothermal heat pump systems are the most energy
eﬃcient way to heat and cool homes and buildings and, in jurisdictions like Ontario, where electricity is
mostly generated without burning hydrocarbon fuels, it also represents a signiﬁcant way for Ontarians to
reduce their carbon footprint. This technology, in conjunction with investments in home insulation and
air sealing, will not only lower energy bills and minimize greenhouse gas emissions, but it will also
improve the indoor comfort of homes.”
The OGA, in partnership with HRAI, is preparing the heating and air conditioning industry in the
province to answer questions people might have and to respond to demand for geothermal systems that
will be generated by the rebates program. These organizations are committed to ensuring systems are
installed by fully trained and qualiﬁed contractors, backed by appropriate warranties and support from
equipment manufacturers. This technology has been widely deployed with great success in other parts
of the world.
Acknowledging that this new rebates program is limited to home retroﬁts, the OGA is also exploring the potential for introducing geothermal systems into the new home market: “OGA is pleased to be
working with Enbridge Gas Distribution in the development of innovative utility models for the geothermal loop assets, which will further increase adoption of the technology,” said Bolger.
The OGA will work with HRAI, GreenON, IESO, Enbridge and other willing partners to communicate to the people of Ontario the full beneﬁts of investing in this remarkable technology. For more
information, contact Kendy Sandy via email, or by phone at (905) 602-4700 ext. 250 (HARI and OGA)
The Ontario Geothermal Association (OGA) is a not-for-proﬁt organization representing geothermal energy system
designers, drillers, installers, equipment manufacturers and distributors to advance Ontario’s geothermal heating and
cooling industry. Visit www.ontariogeothermal.ca for details. The Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Institute of
Canada (HARI) is a national association that represents more than 1,350 heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration (HVACR) manufacturers, wholesalers and contractors, and provides Canadians with the tools and information
necessary to ensure their total indoor environment comfort. Visit www.hrai.ca for details.
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HeatSmart Mass Installers

Request for Proposals
The Massachusetts Clean Energy Center (MassCEC) and the Department of Energy
Resources (DOER) are seeking proposals from installers of clean heating and cooling
technologies who are interested in participating in the HeatSmart Mass Pilot with
expertise in some or all of the following residential technologies: air-source heat pump
ground-source heat pumps, central biomass heating, and solar hot water.
HeatSmart Mass is a community-based outreach and education program that will
encourage clean heating and cooling technologies. The pilot aims to help drive down
installation cost and increase deployment of residential and small-scale commercial
clean heating and cooling installations through a group purchasing model.
Through this Installer RFP, MassCEC and DOER will select qualified installers for one
more of the clean heating and cooling technologies for one or more of the selected
municipalities or groupings of municipalities.

All proposals are due by Friday, January 5, 2018.
All inquiries related to HeatSmart Mass should be submitted by email to
HeatSmartMass@masscec.com

Support the Industry's

National Voice

GEO Industry News is a publication of GEO, the Geothermal Exchange Organization, a nonprofit trade association that advocates the environmental, energy efficiency and economic
benefits of geothermal heat pump systems for heating and cooling of residential, commercial,
and institutional buildings. For more information, visit our website: www.GeoExchange.org.

In production of content for GEO Industry News, the Geothermal Exchange
Organization (GEO) intends no copyright infringement, citing the Copyright
Disclaimer under Section 107 of the Copyright Act 1976, in which allowance is
made for "fair use" of various content for purposes such as criticism, comment,
news reporting, teaching, scholarship and research.
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